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Dusk
Patricia Bassel

Luc bát poem for my sister Sarah
Pink rimmed clouds in the sky,
Oklahoma dusk. Write a song,
a prayer, a page for Todd
who loved nature–rugged, free, strong–
lived in the country, longed
for scissortails, not wrong to die
on green grass where he lies—
long hair, tanned hands, closed eyes, alone,
my sister’s son who rode
the wave of prairie grass. Moon rise.
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Messenger
John Leonard

I pulled the short straw and drank my guts through it.
Time held still like a token; flashes of sound, wood
on the handle, a steel barrel. There is a garden where
your hands once laid, patches of black dirt crowing;
a ghost-town of bird feeders and sun-bleached pinwheels.
I spun you into a mirage, a tapestry of memories and
Michigan vineyards—But the truth involves horseflies
and the taste of possum-teeth in August; a mess of highways crisscrossed with black honey and powdered ribs.
Bones frosted like lilacs. What’s the word for a cold summer?
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